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Abstract
This paper presents a new method of the flow pattern identification on the basis of the analysis of Power Spectral
Density (PSD) from the pressure difference data of horizontal flow. Seven parameters of PSD curve such as
mean (K1), variance (K2), mean at 1-3 Hz (K3), mean at 3-8 Hz (K4), mean at 8-13 Hz (K5), mean at 13-25 Hz
(K6) and mean at 25-30 Hz (K7) were used as training vector input of Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) in
order to identify the flow patterns. From the obtained experimental of 123 operating conditions consisting of
stratified flow, plug and slug, ANN was trained by using 100 data operation and 23 tested data. The results
showed that the new method has a capability to identify the flow patterns of gas-liquid two phase flow with a
high accuracy.
Keywords: flow pattern identification, power spectral density (PSD), artificial neural network (ANN), two
phase flow
1. Introduction
The knowledge of two phase flow is of important in engineering process, such as oil industry, chemical process,
power generation, and phase change heat exchanger apparatus. The common characteristics of parameter related
to the flow pattern are the pressure gradient and the void fraction. The main issue in two phase flow researches is
the relationship between the pressure fluctuation and flow pattern. In general, the pressure fluctuations resulted
from the liquid-gas flow and their statistical characteristics are very interest for the objective characterization of
the flow patterns because the required sensors are robust, inexpensive and relatively well established, and
therefore more likely to be implemented in the industrial systems (Drahos et al., 1991).
Drahos et al. (1996) has already conducted the study of the wall pressure fluctuations in a horizontal gas-liquid
flow by using the methodology of chaotic time series analysis in order to obtain a new insight of the dynamics of
the intermittent flow patterns. Next, Franca et al. (1991) presented the fractal techniques for flow pattern
identification and classification. They observed that PSD and PDF could not easily be used for the flow pattern
identification and the objective discrimination between separated and intermittent regimes. Ding et al. (2007)
reported the application of the Hilbert-Huang Transform (HHT) to the dynamic characterization of transportation
of the gas-liquid two-phase flow in a horizontal pipe. Matsui et al. (2007) studied the sensing method of
gas-liquid two phase flow in horizontal pipe on the basis of statistical processing of differential pressure
fluctuation. The flow pattern, the void fraction and the velocity of gas phase were measured by PDF and cross
correlation. From the view point of engineering, the above method’s are subjective in nature, therefore a newly
scientific based method is needed.
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Artificial Neural Network (ANN) provides an alternative method for either modeling phenomena which are too
difficult to model from fundamental principles, or reduce the computational time for predicting expected
behavior. Artificial neural network is based on the important rules for classifying the flow pattern. Neural
network stimulate human mind and demonstrate high intelligence and it can be trained to study the correct output
and classify training exercises. Here, neural network needs knowledge input for training. After the training, the
neural network can classify the similar flow pattern with a high accuracy.
Cai et al. (1994) applied the Kohonen self-organizing neural network in order to identify the flow pattern in a
horizontal air-water flow. In their work, the neural network was trained with stochastic features derived from the
turbulent absolute pressure signals obtained across a range of the flow regimes. The feature map succeeded in
classifying samples into distinctive flow regime classes consistent with the visual flow regime observation. Next,
Wu et al. (2001) recorded the pressure difference signal in pipe flow and used the fractal analysis to analyze
them for identification of flow pattern. By using the ANN, the good result was obtained but it is only considered
stratified, intermittent and annular flows. For this reason, Jia et al. (2005) proposed a new flow pattern
identification method based on PDF and neural network at the horizontal flow in pipe.
Xie et al. (2004) examined the feasibility of the implementation of the artificial neural network (ANN) technique
for the classification of flow regimes in three phase gas/liquid/pulp fiber systems by using the pressure signals as
input. For this purpose, the flow behavior by using the power spectral density function is needed to implement
the parameterization of the information contained in the spectral patterns.
Table1. The experiment conditions using pressure sensor
Authors

System

Franca et al.
(1991)

Water-air (wavy,
plug, slug and
annular)
Water-air
(stratified, slug,
intermittent
transition, and
bubble)
Water-air (plug
and slug)

Cai et al.
(1994)

Drahos et al.
(1996)
Wu et al.
(2001)
Jia et al.
(2005)
Matsui et al.
(2007)

Hao et al.
(2007)
Xie et al.
(2004)

Diameter/
Orientation
D=19 mm;
horizontal

Measurement technique

Method and finding

Pressure drop, XDP=8D,
N=5 000

Using fractal techniques for
flow pattern identification
and classification.
Kohonen self-organizing
neural network to identify
flow regimes.

D= 50 mm;
horizontal

Two absolute pressure,
XDP=1D, SR=40Hz,
N=40 000

D=50 mm;
horizontal

wall pressure
fluctuations, XDP=8D,
SR=500Hz, N=60 000

Oil-gas-water,
(stratified,
intermittent and
annular)
Water-air
(stratified, churn,
slug, annular)
Water and
nitrogen gas
(small bubble
train, plug and
slug)
Water-air, (wavy,
bubble, plug and
slug)

D= 40 mm;
horizontal

Differential pressure,
XDP=5D,

D= 32 mm;
horizontal

Differential pressure,
XDP=10D, SR=200Hz,
N=6 000
Differential pressure,
XDP=1D, XDP=7D
SR=100Hz, N=2 000

D=15 mm, 25
mm, 40 mm;
horizontal

Differential pressure,
XDP=250mm,
SR=200Hz, N=30 000

Gas-liquid-pulp
fiber (churn,
slug)

D= 50.8mm,
vertical

Local pressure
fluctuations, SR=200Hz,
N=2 000

D= 7 mm;
horizontal
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Chaotic time series analysis
to obtain a new insight into
the dynamics of the
intermittent flow pattern.
The fractal analysis to
analyze the signal for
identification of flow
pattern.
Flow pattern identification
method based on PDF and
neural network.
The flow pattern, the void
fraction and the velocity of
gas phase were measured by
PDF and cross correlation.
The application of the
Hilbert–Huang Transform
(HHT) to identify flow
regimes.
To characterize the
hydrodynamics of the flow
based on the power spectral
density function.
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The summ
mary of experim
ment conditionns from the preevious researchher is shown iin Table 1, whhere XDP is disttance
of pressuree tap (mm), SR
R is sampling rrate and N is ssize of data. It gave the inforrmation about tthe method off flow
pattern ideentification, diistance of preessure tap, sam
mpling rate, siize of data annd flow patternn identified. Those
T
studies haave contributedd to our undeerstanding of fflow patterns of two-phase flows and lossing the subje
ective
judgment oof researchers in flow patterrn identificationn. In this papeer, the differenttial pressure, tthe analysis off PSD
and back ppropagation neeural network was used to iidentify flow ppattern of two phase flow att a horizontal pipe.
An ANN w
was designed, trained and teested for the cllassification off the flow regiimes using as input some de
ensity
characterisstics of the poower spectrum for one of thee normalized ddifferential preessure signals and was show
wn to
predict thee flow regimess with good acccuracy.
2. Experim
ments Apparaatus and Proccedure
Figure 1 shhows a schemaatic diagram oof the experimeental apparatuss used in the ppresent study. A
Air supplied frrom a
compressoor and water from pump into an air-w
water mixing section after their flow raates are meassured
individuallly by flow meeters. The air-w
water mixture flows throughh the tube into an air-water sseparator, wherre air
is releasedd into the atmoosphere and waater is measureed more accurrately by weighhing if necessaary. A smooth tube
of 24 mm inner diameterr and of 9 m tootal length is m
made of transpaarent acrylic reesin to observee the flow patte
ern.

Figure 1. Scchematic diagrram of the expperimental apparatus
As shownn in the Figuree 1, the presssure fluctuation was detecteed by Validynne DP15-32 diifferential pressure
transducerr with 5D distaance of pressurre tap. The trannsducer has ± 0.25% full scaale accuracy. O
Output signals from
transducerr were sent thrrough amplifieer into a compputer via A/D converter. Sam
mpling rate w
was 400 Hz and the
measuringg time of experrimental run w
was 50 s. The w
working fluids were air and w
water. The expperiment condiitions
are as folloows: the rangee of superficiaal air and wateer velocities; JG=0.085-3.2044 m/s, and those JL= 0.016-1
1.255
m/s.
3. Results and Discussions
3.1 Flow P
Patterns
Figure 2 shhows the typiccal results of thhe flow patternns obtained froom the present experiment. T
The Figures, (a), (b)
and (c) corrrespond to intterfacial behavvior of the strattified, plug andd slug flows, rrespectively. Inn the stratified flow,
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the gas phhase travels aloong the upper hhalf of the tube while the liqquid flows alonng the bottom with no signifficant
interfacial waves. As shhown in Figuree 2(a), this floow has the sim
mplest configuuration of all tthe horizontal flow
patterns. T
The stratified flow
fl pattern occcurs at relativeely low gas annd liquid mass flow rates andd density differrence
of fluid. A
As shown in thhe Figure 2(b) the plug flow is characterized by elongateed bubbles flowing along the top
of the tubee in a continuoous liquid flow
w. Next, it is nnoticed that inn the plug flow
w; elongated buubbles move at
a the
same veloocity with the liquid, and thhe gas-liquid innterface below
w the bubbles is relatively sstable, indicatiing a
small diffference betweeen the velocitties of the phhases at the innterface. Withh the increasee gas velocity
y, the
magnitudee of the waves increases. Thhis condition iss called slug fflow. Ultimatelly, the waves build up and reach
r
the upper w
wall of the tubbe to form som
me liquid packkets, also liquidd slugs. These liquid slugs aare then transported
at the highher velocity of
o the gas (Figgure 2(c)). Unnlike plug flow
w, in which thhe elongated bbubbles of gas are
transportedd by the liquidd phase, in slugg flow the liquuid slugs are ccarried by the ffaster moving gas flow. The
e slug
flow patterrn is highly unndesirable in ppractical appliccations. The faaster moving liiquid slugs aree usually assoc
ciated
with suddeen pressure pulses and severee pressure osciillations that can cause damaage to downstrream equipmen
nt.

(a) Strratified flow

(b) Plug Flow

(c)) Slug Flow
Figure 2.. Typical resullts of the obserrved flow patteerns
Finally, thhe obtained flow pattern dataa is compared w
with the horizoontal flow patttern map propposed by Mand
dhane
et al. (1974) as shown inn Figure 3. Cloose observatioon of this figurre reveal that thhe obtained floow pattern datta are
in agreemeent with those of Mandhane et al. (1974).
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Figure 3. F
Flow patterns map
Figure 4 shhows the struccture of the inttelligent identiification system
m used in pressent study. As shown in Figu
ure 4,
the system
m of flow patteern identificattion is compossed of differenntial pressure measuring unnit, data acquissition
unit and ddata processinng unit. Differrential pressurre measuring unit and dataa acquisition unit constitute
e the
hardware ppart of the systtem, while datta processing uunit constitutess the software ppart of the systtem.

Structure of thee intelligent iddentification syystem
Figure 4. S
Here, the nnormalized preessure fluctuattions in the tim
me series is defi
fined below:

DP *  (D
DP  DP)

(D
DP  DP) 2

(1)

Where DP
P is differentiial pressure (Pa), DP is aaverage differrential pressurre (Pa) and D
DP* is norma
alized
pressure ddifferent signall (Pa). The poower spectrum
m was estimated using the seegments with a length of 16
6 834
points andd a Hanning Window
W
of the ssame size.
3.2 Typicaal Flow patternn and Power Sp
Spectral Densitty
In this papper, three typiccal flow patterrns ware identtified. The chaaracteristics off their PSD weere used to ide
entify
the differeent of the flow
w patterns. Examples of tim
me series presssure different aand power speectra for the major
m
flow patterrns are shown in Figure 5 to Figure 7.
3.2.1 Strattified Flow
Time seriees signal and PSD of stratified flow is sshown at Figuure 5, in whichh it shows a llow mean pressure
difference with a small fluctuation.
f
Thhis flow patternn occurs at low
w superficial vvelocities of waater and air and the
interface bbetween water flow and air fflow is clear (nno bubble). Froom Figure 5(bb), it is revealeed that the strattified
flow has oone peak and sppreads over wiide frequency range from 8 tto 27 Hz.
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(b) Pow
wer spectral deensity

Figure 5. Typical of thhe time variatioon of pressure gradient and thhe PSD in straatified flow at JL=0.023 m/s and
a
J G=
=0.255 m/s
3.2.2 Plug Flow
Figure 6 shhows the time variation of ppressure gradieent and the PSD
D of plug flow
w. The time varriation the pressure
difference of plug flow has
h a bigger flluctuation thann that of stratiffied flow as shhown in Figuree 6(a). It is posssible
due to thee air bubble has
h a compressible effect thhat cause largee fluctuations.. The spread vvalues of PSD
D are
divided intto two parts. There
T
are in thee range of 0-111 Hz and 11-277 Hz (see Figuure 6(b)).

(a)) Time series ssignal

(b) Poweer spectral denssity

Figuree 6. Typical off the time variaation of pressurre gradient andd the PSD in pplug flow at JL=
=0.697 m/s and
d
J G=
=0.438 m/s
3.2.3 Slug Flow
attern
Figure 7 shhows the timee series signal and the PSD sslug flow. Slugg flow time series signal hass a different pa
when com
mpared with thee stratified flow
w and plug flow
w, as shown inn Figure 7(a). Slug flow timee series signal have
peaks valuue that it is caaused by the hhigh water vellocity pushingg the elongatedd bubbles. Am
mong the top value
v
range pressent the bubblees flow with zeero value. PSD
D of slug flow hhas the frequenncy range in 2-35 Hz with sp
pread
of peak vaalue decreases (see Figure 7(bb)).
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(b) Powerr spectral densiity

Figure 7. Typical of tim
me series signall pressure graddient and PSD in slug flow att JL=1.255 m/ss and JG=2.315
5 m/s
3.3 Flow P
Pattern Identiffication Using Back Propagaation Neural N
Networks
3.3.1 Charracteristic Paraameters of PSD
D
Based on tthe recorded power
p
spectra, this works foocus on a frequuency range upp to 30 Hz. Thhe frequency range
r
over 0-30 Hz is then diivided into fivve bandwidths: 0-3, 3-8, 8-113, 13-25, andd 25-30 Hz as performed by
y Xie
(2005). Thhe mean valuee of power in each of the aforementionedd bands, denotted as mean 00-30 (K1), variiance
0-30 (K2),, mean 0-3 Hz (K3), mean 3-8 Hz (K4), m
mean 8-13 Hz ((K5), mean 13--25 Hz (K6), aand mean 25-30 Hz
(K7) use aas input of neurral network traaining.

(a) Strattified flow at JL=0.023 m/s aand JG =0.255 m
m/s

(b) Pluug flow at JL=
=0.697 m/s andd JG =0.438 m/s

(c) Sluug flow at JL =
=1.255 m/s andd JG=2.315 m/ss
Figuure 8. Characteeristic parametters of a PSD
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Figuure 9. Back proopagation neurall network archittecture is used inn this research
Table 2 shhows part of characteristic parameters w
with seven parrameter charaacteristics of P
PSD for differrence
operating condition. Thoose parameterrs and the outpput of the flow
w patterns (strratified flow, pplug flow and slug
flow) weree used to train the back propaagation ANN.
Table 2. E
Examples of thee vector characcteristic obtainned from the prresent study

3.3.2 Identtifying Flow Pattern
P
Using A
ANN
Neural nettworks with a single layer haave a limitatioon in pattern reecognition. Thhis drawback can be overcom
me by
adding one or more/mulltiple hidden llayers betweenn input and ouutput layers. B
Back propagatiion neural network
train the nnetwork to get a balance the network's abillity to recognize patterns thaat will be usedd during trainin
ng. It
also get neetworking cappabilities to proovide the corrrect response ((with the inpuut pattern is sim
milar patterns used
during traiining (but not equal)). The use of more tthan one hiddeen layers havee advantages ffor some casess, but
generally iit was begun by
b trying with oone hidden layyer.
Back proppagation neuraal network archhitecture usedd in the presennt study is shown in Figure 9. It has one input
layer and one hidden layer. The innput layer consists of seveen neural cellls, correspondding to the seven
s
componennts of the inpuut vectors. Thee hidden layerr consists of thhree neural ceells. The outpuut layer consissts of
three neuraal cells, and coorresponds to the three diffeerent flow patteerns of water-air two phase flows in horizontal
pipe (stratified flow, pluug flow and sluug flow). In thhis paper, let tthe expected output vector oof stratified flow be
(0, 0, 1), thhat of plug flow
w be (0, 1, 0), and that of sluug flow be (1, 0, 0).
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Table 3. Part of test exam
mples and idenntification resuults

nd 23
One hundrred operating conditions off experiment aare selected ass training moddels to train thhe network an
operating cconditions aree selected as teest samples. Taable 3 and Tabble 4 show the result of idenntification, in which
w
the identiffication ability of the neural nnetwork is veryy good.
Table 4. R
Result of identification use Baack Propagatioon Artificial N
Neural Networkks
Stratiffied flow

Plug flow

Slu
ug flow

Number off flow pattern

5

9

9

Number off correct identiification

5

9

8

Accuracy of identificatioon rating

1000%

100%

998%

4. Conclussion
This paperr uses a differrential pressurre transducer tto measure thhe differential pressure of tw
wo phase flow
w and
through neeural network intelligently iddentifies the fl
flow pattern. Sttatistical analyysis of PSD was used to qua
antify
the characcteristics of thhe differentiall pressure signnals at differeent flow condditions. Resultts showed tha
at the
method haas the merits such as easy computation and easily quuantifying the characteristiccs of the meassured
signals. Thhis method haas a advantagge method for the industriall application ssuch as high accuracy, fastt and
without arttificial intervention.
Nomenclaature
ANN = arttificial neural network
n
DP = diffeerential pressurre (Pa)
Pa)
DP = aveerage differenttial pressure (P
DP* = norrmalized pressure different signal (Pa)
JL = water superficial veelocity (m/s)
JG = air suuperficial veloccity (m/s)
PSD = Pow
wer spectral deensity
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Appendix
The PSD Theory
The goal of spectral analysis is to describe the distribution of the power contained in a signal over a frequency,
based on a finite set of data. It converts information available in the time-domain into the frequency-domain. The
averaged modified periodogram method was adopted to diminish the distortion of the spectrum due to a finite
length of data record. If x(n) (n=0, 1, ... , N−1) is only measured over a finite interval, the power spectral density
may be computed using the periodogram method:


 Rˆ xk e i 2k f

Px( f ) 

fs

(2)

k 

Where: N is finite length of a discrete time signal, k is discrete time shift, f is frequency,fs is the sampling
frequency and the autocorrelation is given as

1
Rˆ x(k ) 
N

N 1k

 x ( n  k ) x ( n)

(3)

n N

The Statistical Theory
The statistical analysis methods mentioned clustered PSD data are mean and variance. These features are used as
inputs to the neural network.
The mean is given by,



1
N

N

x
i 1

i

(4)

The variance is given as,



N
1
 x i   2
N  1 
i 1

The Back Propagation ANN
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(5)
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These networks usually contain three types of layers:
1. An input layer
2. A hidden layer sigmoid bipolar and
3. An output layer linear transfer/ramp
Training process:
Step 1. Design the structure of neural network and input parameters of the network
Step 2. Get initial weights W and initial θ values from randomizing.
Step 3. Input training data matrix X and output matrix T.
Step 4. Compute the output vector of each neural unit.
(a) Compute the output vector H of the hidden layer

net k   Wik X i k

(6)

H k  f net k 
(b) Compute the output vector Y of the output layer

(7)

net j  Wkj H i   j

(8)

Y j  f net j 

(9)

Step 5. Compute the distances 
(a) Compute the distances d of the output layer

 j  T j Y j  f ' net j 

(10)

(b) Compute the distances  of the hidden layer









 k     jWkj  f ' netk 
j

(11)

Step 6. Compute the modification of W and θ (η is the learning rate)
(a) Compute the modification of W and θ of the output layer

Wkj   j H k

(12)

 j   j

(13)

(b) Compute the modification of W and θ of the hidden layer

Wik   k X i

(14)

 k   k

(15)

Wkj  Wkj  Wkj

(16)

Step 7. Renew W and θ
(a) Renew W and θ of the output layer

 j   j   j
(b) Renew W and θ of the hidden layer
66

(17)
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Wik  Wik  Wik

(18)

 k   k   k

(19)

Step 8. Repeat step 3 to step7 until convergence.
Testing process:
Step 1. Input the parameters of the network.
Step 2. Input the W and θ
Step 3. Input an unknown data matrix X
Step 4. Compute the output vector
(a) Compute the output vector H of hidden layer

net k   Wik X i k

H k  f net k 
(b) Compute the output vector Y of the output layer
net j  Wkj H i   j
Y j  f net j 
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